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With over half a million copies sold, The New Strong'sÂ® Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible is

now available in the only truly enlarged-type edition. Newly typeset, updated, with corrected text

throughout, including the Greek and Hebrew dictionaries.
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The New Strong's Concordance Comfort Print is an essential tool for persons who do extensive

biblical studies. The major feature of this book is the design of the book and the typesetting. The

large print allows the users to gain quick and easy access to material and makes searching for

information a breeze. Key words are capitalized and the passage associated with each word is

located adjacently which promotes quick lookups "at a glance." This new format is excellent for

professional clergy, seminary, bible college students, or anyone who frequently has to do extensive

study but has limited time. I also recommend this book to anyone who has a need for a larger print

for viewing.

The comfort print feature of this concordance makes it a much easier to use tool - far less eyestrain

when doing extensive concordance work. Of course the interreferencing of many other tomes of

material with Strong numbers is invaluable too.

I bought this book for my friend who cannot see as well as he used to and it still isn't as big of print

as I would have liked it to be. I hope they make a Giant print.Other than that it is great.



One of the greatest study tools I have ever used. By far the best concordance on the market.

Strong's has got it going on.

As far as content, Strong's Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible is everything I expected. I

purchased the large-print edition, the largest type available, for my mother. She could barely read

the print and the type did not appear as large as it did in the example. Because of the increased size

of the text the book's volume increased, becoming quite heavy and cumbersome. It would be better

divided into two volumes for ease of handling. On a positive note the concordance is

comprehensive, easy to navigate, and user friendly.

Yes, there are many softwares out there now that all ready have Strong's Concordance. However

for a book that is so moderately priced it is so nice to flip through the pages. Verse retrieval and

cross-reference is easy and joyful. Also with a Greek dictionary, this is a must own. This book is

always with in arms reach when ever I study. It is among one of my favourites in my quest to know

and understand God's Word.

I have yet to fully explore the book in detail...as the title suggests, it is very extensive. I'm still trying

to research a segment of one verse in the Bible, and I am finding so much information as to what

the words in that segment represent as far as interpetations are concerned. I think the title should

be changed to "Strong's Inexhaustive Concordance", due to the inexhautive research material!

After spending over 15 years in biblical research, I have found this to be a useful tool. Especially if

you combine it with Young's Analytical. The two together open the bible to easy understanding.

Wow!
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